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Is unified or divided authority optimal for voter welfare? We study this question in a political agency model where a

politician’s task-specific competences are correlated. The model highlights trade-offs both within and across facets of

voter welfare. Regarding incentives, unified authority yields higher total effort, but an allocation of that effort across tasks

less aligned with voter preferences. Regarding the selection of good types, unified authority yields more voter information

but constrains voters to use that information less flexibly. Our comparative static analysis highlights a fundamental trade-

off between determinants of the optimal institution—factors that make divided authority more attractive for incentives

(e.g., voters focused on one task, highly correlated competences) make unified authority more attractive for selecting good

types. For some parameter values there is nonetheless an unambiguously optimal institution. For other parameter values,

the overall optimal institution depends on the heterogeneity of politician competences.
S ince at least the time of the American founding, how
executive authority should be divided across policy do-
mains has been a key issue in debates about the de-

sign of institutions to promote electoral accountability. The
Founders chose unified executive authority for the federal gov-
ernment because, as Alexander Hamilton argued in Federal-
ist 70, “the executive power is more easily confined when it is
one: that it is far more safe there should be a single object for
the jealousy and watchfulness of the people; and, in a word,
that all multiplication of the executive is rather dangerous than
friendly to liberty.” To emphasize that the Founders were
making an explicit institutional design choice, Calabresi and
Terrell (2009) note that neither the majority of state govern-
ments, nor the federal government under the Articles of Con-
federation, had a unitary executive.

This heterogeneity in the institutional design of executive
authority persists to this day. While the executive branch of
any government has multiple responsibilities, the number of
elected executive-branch officials among whom these re-
sponsibilities are divided varies tremendously across polities.
The following facts about US state and local governments,
reported by Berry and Gersen (2009), give a sense of the
magnitudes. The county at the 75th percentile for number of
elected officials per capita has over five times as many elected
officials (1.6 per 1,000 people) as the county at the 25th per-
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centile (0.3 per 1,000). In US state governments, there were
more than 10,000 elected executive officials (not including state
legislatures or elected boards) as of 1992, with enormous var-
iation in executive unbundling from state to state. For in-
stance, New Jersey elected only its governor, Delaware elected
80 officials, and Pennsylvanian elected 1,200. Elected execu-
tive offices range from governors (in every state) to attor-
neys general, treasurers, and secretaries of state (in most states)
to utility regulators, education commissioners, and comptrol-
lers (in a handful of states).

Hamilton’s argument against divided authority made much
of the possibility that dividing authority leads to problems
of free riding and coordination. Empirical work bears this
out—Berry (2009) and Berry and Gersen (2009) show that
divided authority creates a fiscal common pool that results
in larger government. Contemporary social scientific research
also goes beyond Hamilton’s arguments to identify additional
welfare considerations. Gersen (2010) notes that dividing au-
thority may promote productive forms of specialization and
expertise (e.g., an educator overseeing the school district and
a law enforcement professional overseeing the police) but
may also entail deliberative costs by reducing desirable cross-
fertilization of ideas. Dividing responsibilities across offices
may also alter the perceived benefits of holding some partic-
ular office. Ferraz and Finan (2009) show that this can change
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who is willing to run and thus the quality of the pool of can-
didates. Besley and Coate (2003) show that, relative to ap-
pointment by an elected official, separate elections for regula-
tors tend to increase capture by interest groups by selecting
more ideologically pro-consumer regulators.

Because Besley and Coate (2003) work within a citizen-
candidate model, they can only address questions of selec-
tion, not how concerns over reelection affect politicians’ ac-
tions. And because traditional arguments about the effect of
unified versus divided authority on free riding and coordina-
tion are concerned only with politicians’ actions, they do not
address issues of selection.

Of course, the literature on political agency suggests that
these two sets of concerns are deeply intertwined in equilib-
rium (Banks and Sundaram 1998; Besley 2005; Fearon 1999;
Maskin and Tirole 2004; Persson and Tabellini 2000). So,
to further the debate, we provide a positive and normative
analysis of unified versus divided executive authority in the
context of a canonical model of electoral accountability that in-
corporates both incentives and selection (although abstract-
ing away from issues of coordination that are already well
understood).1

In our model, the executive is responsible for managing
two different tasks, while voters are attempting to learn about
the managerial competence of the incumbent leader(s) in or-
der to make electoral decisions. We explore three features of
the environment. First, we allow for the possibility that vot-
ers differentially value the two tasks—that is, one task may
be more important for voter welfare than the other. Second,
we allow for the possibility of correlation in a politician’s com-
petences for managing various tasks. Third, we allow for var-
iation in how heterogenous is managerial competence in the
population of politicians.

We focus on two institutional arrangements. In the first,
which (following Berry and Gersen 2008) we call bundling,
there is one politician responsible for managing both tasks. In
the second, which we call unbundling, there are separate pol-
iticians responsible for managing each task.

We identify a variety of trade-offs that help illuminate when
bundling or unbundling is optimal for voter welfare. An im-
portant subtlety is that voter welfare is multifaceted in ways
that complicate institutional comparisons. Voters care both
about the incentives they create for politicians to manage
governance effectively and about identifying and retaining
1. We build on the literature applying Holmström’s (1999) career-
concerns model to electoral incentives. For other models applying career
concerns to elections see, e.g., Alesina and Tabellini (2007, 2008), Ashworth
(2005), Ashworth and Bueno de Mesquita (2006), Gehlbach (2007), Loh-
mann (1998), and Persson and Tabellini (2000).
politicians who are high-quality managers. It is useful to think
about each of these facets of voter welfare separately.

For selection, the key trade-off is information versus flex-
ibility. The more information the voters have, the better they
can identify high-quality politicians. But, all else equal, voters
are better off with the flexibility to keep a politician who is
good at managing one task while at the same time replacing a
politician who is bad at managing the other task. Under bun-
dling, the voter decides whether to reelect a single incumbent
about whom he observes two informative signals—perfor-
mance on each task. Under unbundling, the voter makes two
decoupled decisions, each on an incumbent about whom he
has one informative signal. Thus, bundling creates more in-
formation for the voter, while unbundling allows greater flex-
ibility.

The interplay of information and decoupling affects in-
centives in a more subtle way, with the following net effects.
First, the voters would like the politician to have strong in-
centives to exert a high level of total managerial effort. Sec-
ond, the voters would like the politician’s allocation of man-
agerial effort across the two tasks to be aligned with the voters’
own weighting of the relative importance of the tasks. Bun-
dling creates more total effort, but reduces alignment. Again,
there is a trade-off.

In addition to these trade-offs within each facet of voter
welfare, it can happen that there are trade-offs across the
facets. That is, sometimes the institution that is optimal for
incentives is different from the institution that is optimal for
identifying and retaining high-quality incumbents.

Our main welfare results show how two comparative stat-
ics affect the trade-offs both within and across facets of voter
welfare. First, we ask how making the voter increasingly con-
cerned with only one of the tasks affects which institution
is optimal with respect to each facet of voter welfare. Sec-
ond, we ask how increasing the correlation between the task-
specific competences affects which institution is optimal with
respect to each facet of voter welfare. These comparative sta-
tics reveal a fundamental trade-off: changes that make bun-
dling more attractive with respect to one facet of voter welfare
make unbundling more attractive with respect to the other.
In particular, as either the voter becomes more focused on a
particular task or the task-specific competences become more
highly correlated, unbundling becomes more desirable rela-
tive to bundling with respect to incentives but less desirable
with respect to selecting high-quality politicians.

In light of these results, we turn to an analysis of overall
voter welfare. For some configurations of parameter values
there is an unambiguously optimal institutional arrangement.
For other configurations of parameter values, one institution
is optimal for one facet of voter welfare and the other insti-



2. This is because efforts and competences are additively separable in
the production of governance outcomes in our model (Ashworth, Bueno
de Mesquita, and Friedenberg 2017).

3. We thank an anonymous referee for pointing us toward this work.
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tution is optimal for the other facet of voter welfare. We
show that, as the pool of potential politicians becomes either
very heterogeneous or very homogenous, overall voter wel-
fare is entirely determined by one of the two facets of voter
welfare. When the pool is very homogenous, the optimal in-
stitution for overall welfare is entirely determined by which
institution is better for incentives. When the pool is very het-
erogeneous, the optimal institution for overall welfare is en-
tirely determined by which institution yields better selection.
As we show, in the case of extreme heterogeneity, flexibility
dominates information, and so unbundling is unambiguously
preferred.

The article proceeds as follows. We first briefly review re-
lated theoretical literatures. The section “The Setting” describes
the formal model. We then characterize equilibrium and bun-
dling and unbundling in the next two sections. The section
“Optimal Institution: First-Period Welfare” characterizes the
optimal institution with respect to the facet of voter welfare
that concerns incentives. The section “Optimal Institution:
Second-Period Welfare” characterizes the optimal institution
with respect to the facet of voter welfare that concerns re-
taining high-quality politicians. In each of these two sections,
we show how changing the two key parameters—how much
the voter cares about one task versus another and the cor-
relation in task-specific competences—affects the optimal in-
stitution. Finally, we consider the institution that is optimal
for overall voter welfare and conclude.

RELATED LITERATURE
The analyses most closely related to ours are Hatfield and
Padró i Miquel (2006) and Landa and Le Bihan (2016).
These articles also study electoral settings withmultiple tasks
where both incentives and selection matter for governance
outcomes. In Hatfield and Padró i Miquel (2006) and Landa
and Le Bihan (2016), a politician has only one competence
(in our terms, cross-task competences are perfectly corre-
lated), and voters care equally about both tasks. Within this
setting, Hatfield and Padró i Miquel (2006) are concerned
with how changes to the rewards of office affect behavior and
welfare, while Landa and Le Bihan (2016) are concerned with
task complexity, special interest group influence, and trans-
parency. We abstract away from those concerns but allow
for both imperfect correlation in task-specific competences
and asymmetries in the voters’ value for the two tasks.

Besley and Coate (2003) and Ting (2002) are also inter-
ested in whether responsibility for different tasks should be
located in one or multiple offices. Besley and Coate (2003) ex-
plore this question within a citizen-candidate model of elec-
tions. In this class of models, outcomes are entirely deter-
mined by the politician’s type, so they are only able to address
questions of selection, not of accountability and incentives.
Ting (2002) studies a legislature’s design of administrative
agencies when outcomes are determined entirely by the in-
centives created for bureaucrats, so selection concerns do not
arise.

Our finding that there are trade-offs between institutions
that are best for first-period welfare and those that are best
for second-period welfare is reminiscent of results in models
of electoral pandering (Canes-Wrone, Herron, and Shotts
2001; Fox 2007; Fox and Stephenson 2011; Fox and van
Weelden 2012; Maskin and Tirole 2004; Shotts and Wise-
man 2010). In a typical such model, politicians are either
congruent types, who share the voters’ policy preferences, or
noncongruent types, who have preferences opposed to the
voters’. Institutions that create strong incentives lead to pool-
ing, which is good for first-period voter welfare, but makes it
impossible for voters to select congruent types for the future.
Institutions that create weak incentives allow voters to select
congruent types for the future but at the cost of lower first-
period welfare. In ourmodel, the first-period actions have no
direct impact on how much the voter learns.2 Instead, the
trade-off across periods results from the different ways that
effort and selection are affected by information and flexi-
bility.

Within the broader literature on political institutions, our
model is related to discussions of separation of powers. On
this issue, it is useful to appeal to a distinction made by Bren-
nan and Hamlin (2000).3 Our model addresses a pure case of
what they call separation of powers—“the pulling apart of
distinct powers and allocating them to distinct agents, rather
than bundling them together in the hands of a single agent”
(212). It does not address what they call division of power, for
example, a system of checks and balances (Gailmard and Patty
2009; Persson, Roland, and Tabellini 1997).

Finally, our model is related to discussions of multitask
principal-agent problems outside of elections. Unlike Holm-
ström and Milgrom’s (1991) and Dewatripont, Jewitt, and
Tirole’s (1999) canonical models, multitask incentives in our
model do not arise because of cost complementarity. Indeed,
we assume additively separable costs. Our incentive alignment
problem is similar to that studied in Baker (2002), Feltham
and Xie (1994), and Gibbons (2010). In these articles there are
multiple tasks, but explicit contracts are restricted to condi-
tion only on lower-dimensional signals. Misalignment arises
when the low-dimensional signals weight the tasks differently
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than does the principal’s welfare. In our model the voter has
access to a signal for each action, but the career-concerns na-
ture of the model endogenously creates incentives based on a
lower-dimensional weighting of these signals. Hence, a sim-
ilar misalignment occurs endogenously in our model. Our
comparative statics then show (among other things) how this
endogenous misalignment is affected by changes in the corre-
lation across task-specific competences and the voters’ weight-
ing of the two tasks. In addition, the electoral setting of our
model introduces a second dimension of welfare (namely,
selection) that is not present in those models.

THE SETTING
A government undertakes two tasks, labeled 1 and 2, on be-
half of a voter. Each task is carried out in each of two periods,
t p 1, 2.

In each period, t, the politician responsible for managing
task j exerts managerial effort, at

j . The outcome for task j in
period t is

stj p at
j 1 vtj 1 ϵtj ,

where vtj is the task-j-specific competence of the politician re-
sponsible for managing task j in period t, and ϵtj is a random
shock that is normally distributed with mean 0 and variance 1.
We assume these shocks are independent of each other and
of the competences.

The task-specific competences of a given politician are cor-
related. Specifically, any given politician has competences for
managing the two tasks with prior distribution

v1
v2

� �
∼ N 0

0

� �
, j2

v
⋅ 1 r

r 1

� �� �
:

Here, j2
v
measures heterogeneity of the pool of politicians

with respect tomanagerial competence, while r ≥ 0measures
the individual-level correlation between the task-specific man-
agerial competences.4

We consider two different institutions. Under each, there
is an election at the end of the first period. Prior to the elec-
tion, the voter observes the outputs, s11 and s12, but not the ef-
forts or shocks. No player observes the competences.

Under bundling there is one politician in office in each
period. She has responsibility for managing both tasks. At
the election stage, she runs against a randomly selected chal-
4. The assumption that the competences are nonnegatively correlated
is reasonable since different managerial tasks will make use of many
common capabilities, e.g., organization, interpersonal skills, trustworthi-
ness, and so on.
lenger. The winner of the election gets a benefit of holding
office R 1 0.

Under unbundling, there are two politicians in office in
each period. Each has responsibility for managing one task.
At the election stage, each incumbent runs against a separate
randomly selected challenger. Each election is for the relevant
task-specific office. The winner of the task j election gets a ben-
efit of holding office Rj ≥ 0, with R1 1 R2 p R.

Under either institution, in any period t, the voter’s pay-
off from an outcome (st1, s

t
2) is

gst1 1 (12 g)st2 ,

with g ∈ ½0, 1�. The voter does not discount the future.
Under bundling the politician in office in period t who

exerts managerial efforts (at
1, a

t
2) gets payoff

R2 c(at
1)2 c(at

2) :

Under unbundling, the task-j politician in office in pe-
riod t who exerts managerial effort at

j gets payoff

Rj 2 c(at
j):

Costs are quadratic: c(a) p a2
2 :

Throughout, we focus on pure-strategy perfect Bayesian
equilibria. Such an equilibrium exists so long as the first-order
conditions we derive below characterize optimal effort choices
by the incumbent(s); lemma A.1 in the appendix, available
online, shows that a sufficient condition for this is that R not
be too large.
Two comments on the model
Before proceeding with the analysis, it is worth briefly ad-
dressing two choices we have made in our analysis of the
relative merits of unified versus divided authority. First, we
abstract away from delegation. One might suppose that un-
bundling tasks avoids delegation by assigning each task to an
elected specialist, while bundling requires delegation on at least
one task. This is the approach adopted by Besley and Coate
(2003), but it is not the one we have taken.

For most executive tasks with which we are concerned,
governance requires delegation by an elected official whether
or not tasks are unbundled. For instance, whether a mayor has
authority over a school district or there is a separately elected
school board, running the schools is delegated to a superin-
tendent, principals, and a whole hierarchy of career educators.
In either case, the effort and competence of the elected offi-
cial is, at least in large part, about managing various bureau-
cracies. (Of course, politicians may differ in how good they
are at managing different types of bureaucracies, which might
account for imperfectly correlated competences.) Thus, although
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we abstract away from directly modeling the agency rela-
tionship between elected officials and bureaucrats, we want
to think of outcomes in our model as reflecting politicians’
effort toward and skill at these managerial duties.

Second, we assume symmetric uncertainty about compe-
tences—politicians have no private information about how
competent they are. We consider this a reasonable assump-
tion for managerial competence. Often the best way to find
out about competence is not introspection but actually doing
the job. This is not to say that symmetric uncertainty is al-
ways a reasonable assumption. When uncertainty is over pref-
erences, it is more natural to assume that politicians have
private information. (See Ash, Morelli, and Van Weelden
[forthcoming] for a multitask model with asymmetric infor-
mation about politician policy preferences.)
EQUILIBRIUM UNDER UNBUNDLING
In this section we solve for a perfect Bayesian equilibrium
under unbundling. Let the reward for the winner of the task 1
election be R1 p hR, and the reward to the winner of the
task 2 election be R2 p (12 h)R, where 0 ≤ h ≤ 1.
Second-period effort
In the second period there are no electoral incentives, so the
politicians in office will engage in no effort.
5. This assumption, while not without loss of generality, is not super-
consequential. We discuss how other assumptions would affect results in
the appendix.
Elections
Recall that the voter’s second-period payoff is gs21 1 (12 g)s22 :
Given that the second-period efforts are zero, at the time of
the election, the voter’s expected second-period payoff from
having politician P manage task 1 and politician P 0 manage
task 2 in the second period is

E½gs21 1 (12 g)s22∣(s11, s12)� p gE½vP1 ∣s11�1 (12 g)E½vP0

2 ∣s12� :

For each office, the expected competence of the challenger
is zero. We now turn to calculating these expectations for the
incumbents.

Suppose the voter believes the task j incumbent will exert
managerial effort au

j in the first period. From the voter’s per-
spective, sj 2 au

j is normally distributed with mean vj and var-
iance j2

v
1 1. Hence, standard results on updating normal

priors with normal signals imply that, given an outcome sj and
a belief au

j , the voter’s posterior beliefs about the task j in-
cumbent’s competence are normally distributed with mean
lu(sj 2 au

j ) and variance (j
2
v
1 1)l2

u , where lu p j2
v
=(j2

v
1 1).

The voter will reelect the task j incumbent if and only if
the posterior mean is greater than 0. That is, if and only if
lu(sj 2 au

j ) ≥ 0:
First-period effort
The task j incumbent will be reelected if lu(sj 2 au

j ) ≥ 0.
The left-hand side of this condition is distributed normally
with mean

lu(aj 2 au
j )

and variance

j2
u p (j2

v
1 1)

j2
v

j2
v
1 1

� �2

p
j4
v

j2
v
1 1

: ð1Þ

Hence, the task j incumbent believes that if she chooses
effort aj, she is reelected with probability

12 F
02 lu(aj 2 au

j )

ju

� �
:

Given this, the task 1 incumbent’s expected payoff if she
chooses effort a1 is

hR 12 F
02 lu(a1 2 au

1)
ju

� �� �
2 c(a1):

The first-order condition for maximizing this payoff is

luhR
ju

f
02 lu(a1 2 au

1)
ju

� �
p c 0(a1):

In equilibrium the voter’s conjecture (au
1) must be cor-

rect. Imposing this equilibrium condition, substituting for c 0,
and noting that (lu=ju) p 1=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
j2
v
1 1

p
, gives the equilibrium

efforts (the analysis for task 2 is analogous):

hRffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
j2
v
1 1

p f(0) p au
1 and

(12 h)Rffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
j2
v
1 1

p f(0) p au
2 : ð2Þ

Equilibrium voter welfare
Unbundling creates a whole family of institutions, one for
each value of h. For the purpose of comparing unbundling
to bundling, we focus on the unbundled institution whose di-
vision of rewards, h, maximizes voter welfare. This allows us
to compare bundling to the best possible version of unbun-
dling.5 To this end, we next calculate the voter’s ex ante ex-
pected first-period and second-period welfare as a function of
the division of rewards.
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Lemma 1.

(i) The voter’s ex ante expected first-period welfare
under unbundling when the division of rewards
is h is

Vu
1(h, r, g, j

2
v
) p g

hRffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
j2
v
1 1

p f(0)

1 (12 g)
(12 h)Rffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
j2
v
1 1

p f(0) :

(ii) The voter’s ex ante expected second-period wel-
fare under unbundling when the division of re-
wards is h is

Vu
2(h, r, g, j

2
v
) p

j2
vffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

j2
v
1 1

p f(0):

ll omitted proofs are in the appendix.)
Voter welfare, Vu
1(h, r, g, j

2
v
)1 Vu

2(h, r, g, j
2
v
), is affine

in h∈ ½0, 1�, so the optimal division devotes all the electoral
rewards to whichever task the voter cares more about, as
characterized in the next result.

Lemma 2. Under unbundling, the voter welfare
maximizing h is given by

h� p f 1 if g 1
1
2

0 if g !
1
2
:

If g p 1=2, then any h is optimal.

Proof. Follows from the argument in the text.

EQUILIBRIUM UNDER BUNDLING
We now turn to characterizing perfect Bayesian equilibrium
in the game with bundling.

Second-period effort
In the second period there are no electoral incentives, so the
politician in office will choose a1 p a2 p 0.

Election
Given that second-period effort will be zero, the voter’s (election-
date) expected second-period payoff from politician P is

gE½vP1 ∣(s1, s2)�1 (12 g)E½vP2 ∣(s1, s2)�:

For the challenger, each of these expectations is zero. To
determine the value of these expectations for the incumbent,
we need to calculate the voter’s posterior beliefs conditional
on the first-period outcomes.

The prior and the signals are normal, so the voter’s pos-
terior beliefs are also normal. The posterior means are suf-
ficient statistics for optimal behavior by the voter.

Suppose the voter believes the incumbent chose efforts
(ab

1, a
b
2) in the first period. Then (s1 2 ab

1, s2 2 ab
2) is an un-

biased signal of the true distribution of competence. The voter
combines this signal with his (mean zero) prior to form his
posterior (DeGroot 1970, 175). Let (m1,m2) be the posterior
means:

m1

m2

� �
p

 �
1 0
0 1

�21

1

�
j2
v

rj2
v

rj2
v

j2
v

�21
!21

⋅

"�
1 0
0 1

�21�
s1 2 ab

1

s2 2 ab
2

�
1

�
j2
v

rj2
v

rj2
v

j2
v

�21�
0
0

�#
:

Simplifying, this can be rewritten as�
m1

m2

�
p

1
j4
v
(12 r2)1 2j2

v
1 1

�
 
j4
v
(12 r2)1 j2

v
rj2

v

rj2
v

j4
v
(12 r2)1 j2

v

! 
s1 2 ab

1

s2 2 ab
2

!
:

ð3Þ
Remark 1. It is worth pausing here to see an intui-
tion captured by this updating. Multiplying the first two
factors on the right-hand side of equation (3) we can
see how performance on task i affects the voter’s beliefs
about the incumbent’s task i and task j competences. In
particular, as the outcome on task i improves (relative to
the voter’s expectation) by one unit, the voter’s poste-
rior beliefs about the incumbent’s competence at man-
aging task i improves by

j4
v
(12 r2)1 j2

v

j4
v
(12 r2)1 2j2

v
1 1

:

As the outcome on task i improves (relative to the vot-
er’s expectation) by one unit, the voter’s posterior beliefs
about the incumbent’s competence at managing task j
improves by

rj2
v

j4
v
(12 r2)1 2j2

v
1 1

:

The first thing we learn from this is that because the
two competences are correlated, increased performance
on task i improves the voter’s beliefs about the in-
cumbent’s competence at managing both tasks. The sec-
ond thing we learn is a comparative static about the
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correlation. The marginal effect of task i outcomes on
beliefs about task i competence is decreasing in the
correlation:

d
dr

�
j4
v
(12 r2)1 j2

v

j4
v
(12 r2)1 2j2

v
1 1

�
! 0:

In contrast, the marginal effect of task i outcomes on
beliefs about task j competence is increasing in the cor-
relation:

d
dr

�
rj2

v

j4
v
(12 r2)1 2j2

v
1 1

�
1 0:

The second of these effects is straightforward. The
more correlated are the two competences, the more
informative is the task j outcome about the task i
competence. The first effect is more subtle. The task j
outcome serves essentially as a second signal about the
task i competence. The more correlated are the two
competences, the more informative is this second sig-
nal. Making this second signal more informative is akin
to decreasing the voter’s prior uncertainty about task i
competence, which leads the voter to place less weight
on the direct signal of task i competence.

Since the politician in office in the second period will choose
minimal effort, the voter makes his reelection decision simply
by comparing these posterior beliefs to his prior on the chal-
lenger’s competence, weighting appropriately by how much
he cares about each task. This implies that the voter reelects
the incumbent if and only if

( g 12 g )

�
m1

m2

�
≥ 0: ð4Þ

It will be useful to unpack the voter’s expected payoff
from reelecting the incumbent by substituting for (m1, m2)
from equation (3). In particular, define

l1 p

�
1

j4
v
(12 r2)1 2j2

v
1 1

�

�
�
g(j4

v
(12 r2)1 j2

v
)1 (12 g)rj2

v

� ð5Þ

and

l2 p

�
1

j4
v
(12 r2)1 2j2

v
1 1

�

�
�
grj2

v
1 (12 g)(j4

v
(12 r2)1 j2

v
)

�
:

ð6Þ
Then condition (4) above can be rewritten in terms of observed
outcomes, rather than beliefs. In particular, condition (4) is
equivalent to the voter reelecting the incumbent if and only if

l1(s1 2 ab
1)1 l2(s2 2 ab

2) ≥ 0:
Remark 2. The voter’s equilibrium reelection rule
puts weight l1 on task 1 and l2 on task 2. From the
perspective of first-period voter welfare, however, it
would be optimal for the incumbent to put all her
effort into whichever task the voter puts greater weight
on (i.e., task 1 if g 1 1=2 and task 2 if g ! 1=2). The
fact that both l1 and l2 can be positive, and that the
marginal cost of effort on each task is zero at zero ef-
fort on that task, imply that, in equilibrium, the voter’s
preferences and the incumbent’s incentives are not per-
fectly aligned.

The reason for this is that the voter’s reelection de-
cision is forward looking—focused on selecting the pol-
itician who provides the highest expected payoff in
the future. The l’s do take account of the preference
weights, since these matter for the voter’s future pay-
offs. However, the l’s also incorporate information
about the variances of signals and the correlations across
the competences. It is this latter set of considerations
that drives a wedge between the incentives that maxi-
mize first-period welfare and the incentives the voter
actually gives in equilibrium.

Reelection probabilities

To calculate the probabilities of reelection that enter the
incumbent’s optimization problem, we must consider the prior
distribution of the posterior means, conditional on both the
actual efforts a1 and a2 and the expected efforts ab

1 and ab
2.

Standard results imply that this distribution is normal (be-
cause the updating is linear) with meanz

�
m1

m2

�
p

1
j4
v
(12 r2)1 2j2

v
1 1

�
�
j4
v
(12 r2)1 j2

v
rj2

v

rj2
v

j4
v
(12 r2)1 j2

v

��
a1 2 ab

1

a2 2 ab
2

�

and variance o equal to the prior variance minus the pos-
terior variance, or

op

�
j2
v

rj2
v

rj2
v

j2
v

�
2

1
j4
v
(12 r2)1 2j2

v
1 1

�
�
j4
v
(12 r2)1 j2

v
rj2

v

rj2
v

j4
v
(12 r2)1 j2

v
2 r2j4

v

�
:
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Write

j2
m p j2

v
2

j4
v
(12 r2)1 j2

v

j4
v
(12 r2)1 2j2

v
1 1

for the diagonal elements ofo (the prior variance of a sin-
gle dimension’s posterior mean belief about competence) and
write

covm p rj2
v

�
12

1
j4
v
(12 r2)1 2j2

v
1 1

�

for the off-diagonal elements (the prior correlation of the pos-
terior mean beliefs about competence).

At the time of the election, the incumbent will be reelected
if gm1 1 (12 g)m2 ≥ 0. The left-hand side of this condition
is distributed normally, with mean

l1 ⋅ (a1 2 ab
1)1 l2 ⋅ (a2 2 ab

2)

and variance

j2
b ≡ ½g2 1 (12 g)2�j2

m 1 2g(12 g)covm: ð7Þ

Hence, the incumbent believes that if she chooses efforts
(a1, a2), she is reelected with probability:

12 F

�
02 l1 ⋅ (a1 2 ab

1)2 l2 ⋅ (a2 2 ab
2)

jb

�
:

Remark 3. The prior variance of the voter’s expected
payoff from the incumbent under bundling, j2

b, will
play an important role in the comparative statics to fol-
low. It is a weighted average of two terms, j2

m and covm.
Two important facts follow from this observation.

First, the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality implies that
covm ≤ j2

m, strictly so if r ! 1. Thus j2
b is increasing

in the distance of g from 1
2, unless r p 1. Intuitively,

this variance reduction comes from averaging two im-
perfectly correlated random variables. In particular, the
voter’s second-period welfare, which determines her
electoral behavior, is the g-weighted average of the two
dimensions of politician competence. It is also impor-
tant to note, then, that the magnitude of the variance
reduction is decreasing in the correlation, r.

Second, each of j2
m and covm are increasing in the

prior correlation r. Since j2
b is a weighted average of

these two quantities, it is also increasing in r. This in-
formation effect reflects the fact that, the more corre-
lated are the competences, the more the voter learns
from the signals and, thus, the more spread out is the
distribution of the mean of her posterior beliefs.
First-period effort
The incumbent’s expected payoff if she chooses a1 and a2 is

R 12 F
02 l1(a1 2 ab

1)2 l2(a2 2 ab
2)

jb

� �� �
2 c(a1)2 c(a2):

The first-order conditions for maximizing this payoff are

liR
jb

f

�
02 l1(a1 2 ab

1)2 l2(a2 2 ab
2)

jb

�
p c 0(ai)

for i p 1, 2:

In equilibrium the voter’s beliefs about effort must equal
the true effort. Imposing these equilibrium expectations and
substituting for c 0 gives the equilibrium efforts:

l1R
jb

f(0) p ab
1 and

l2R
jb

f(0) p ab
2: ð8Þ

The marginal benefit of increased effort reflected on the
left-hand side of these equilibrium conditions is the product
of three terms that we will refer back to later:

(i) The probability impact: The change in probability
of reelection resulting from a small increase in the
voter’s posterior beliefs about the g-weighted av-
erage of the incumbent’s competences, given by
f(0)=jb.

(ii) The belief impacts: l1 (resp. l2) is the amount a
small increase in effort on task 1 (resp. task 2) raises
the voter’s expected posterior beliefs about the g-
weighted average of the incumbent’s competences.

(iii) The benefit of reelection: R.

It is worth pausing to comment on the meaning of the prob-
ability impact both because it will be important in the sequel
and because it is subtle.

Remark 4. The probability impact is decreasing
in jb. Recall that jb is the standard deviation of the
prior distribution of the g-weighted average of poste-
rior mean beliefs about competences. The incumbent
is reelected if that g-weighted average ends up being
greater than zero. Since the distribution of the g-
weighted average has mean zero, when jb is larger it is
less likely that theg-weighted averagewill end up close to
zero. As such, it is less likely that a small change in beliefs
will change the election result, and so the probability
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impact is decreasing in jb. Notice, this also implies from
our earlier remark 3 that the probability impact is de-
creasing in r and in ∣g2 1=2∣.

Equilibrium voter welfare
In equilibrium, the voter’s expected first-period welfare is

g
l1R
jb

f(0)1 (12 g)
l2R
jb

f(0):

The next result calculates ex ante expected second-period
welfare.

Lemma 3. The voter’s ex ante expected second-
period welfare is jbf(0).
6. In a model of campaign finance, Daley and Snowberg (2009) show a
related result. In their model, allowing fund-raising can lead to more total
effort but less effort devoted to improving policy.
OPTIMAL INSTITUTION: FIRST-PERIOD WELFARE
As we highlighted at the outset, it is possible for the wel-
fare consequences of the two institutions to be different for
first- and second-period voter welfare. As such, we divide our
analysis of optimal institutions into three parts. In this sec-
tion we focus on the voter’s first-period welfare, which de-
pends on incentives for managerial effort. In the next sec-
tion we consider the voter’s second-period welfare, which
depends on selection of competent types. In both cases we
consider how two parameters affect the optimal institutional
choice: the correlation between the task-specific competences
(r) and the relative weight the voter puts on each task (g).
Finally, we consider the optimal institution for overall voter
welfare.

We will occasionally use the following notation. Let
Wi

t(r, g, j
2
v
) be the voter’s welfare in period t under insti-

tution i at parameter values (r, g, j2
v
).

Under either institution, expected first-period welfare is

ga1 1 (12 g)a2 p
1
2
(a1 1 a2)1

1
2
(2g2 1)(a1 2 a2): ð9Þ

In this decomposition, first-period welfare is an average
of two factors: (i) the total effort (a1 1 a2) and (ii) the align-
ment between the incumbent’s division of effort across the
tasks and the voter’s weighting of the tasks’ relative importance
((2g2 1)(a1 2 a2)). Note, when g 1 1=2, the voter considers
task 1 more important and the alignment term is increasing
in a1 2 a2. When g ! 1=2, the voter considers task 2 more
important and the alignment term is decreasing in a1 2 a2.

In the case of unbundling, first-period welfare is then very
simple. Recall, when g 1 1=2, we have that au

1 p f(0)Rlu=ju

and au
2 p 0. If g ! 1=2, these two efforts are reversed. More-

over, recall that lu p j2
v
=(j2

v
1 1).
In the case of bundling we have that

ab
1 1 ab

2 p
f(0)R
jb

(l1 1 l2)

and

ab
1 2 ab

2 p
f(0)R
jb

(2g2 1)(l1 2 l2):

Notice, in these calculations, we again have a decompo-
sition into three effects, as in the discussion of the first-order
conditions. Total effort is the product of the probability im-
pact, the benefit of reelection, and the sum of the belief im-
pacts of efforts 1 and 2. Alignment is the product of the prob-
ability impact, the benefits of reelection, and the difference
in the belief impacts of efforts 1 and 2.

The key to understanding the institutional trade-offs for
period-1 welfare is to observe that the two institutions are
ranked in opposite ways by the two components of first-
period welfare. In particular, bundling induces more total ef-
fort, but unbundling better aligns effort with voter preferences.

Total effort under bundling is larger than under unbund-
ling for two reasons. First, the probability impact is larger
because of the variance reduction highlighted in remark 3.
Second, the sum of the belief impacts is strictly higher under
bundling when there is positive correlation because the cor-
relation increases the total amount of information, reducing
the weight the voter’s posteriors put on her priors.

It is straightforward from equation (9) that for any g ≠
1=2, alignment is maximized when all effort is devoted to the
more important task. This is exactly what is attained under
unbundling because, as we saw in lemma 2, all of the rewards
of office are devoted to that task. However, as we saw in re-
mark 1, for any r 1 0, the voter cannot fully achieve this goal
under bundling. To see why, suppose the voter cares only
about task 1, but task 1 and task 2 abilities are correlated. Such
a voter will vote based only on task 1 beliefs. However, this
means he will vote based on the output fromboth tasks, which
does not maximize incentives for task 1 effort. Maximizing
task-1 incentives would involve the voter voting only based
on the outcome from task 1, but doing so is not sequentially
rational given the correlation between the two competences.
These intuitions are formalized in the following result.6

Proposition 1. Suppose that prior correlation (r)
and preference weight on task 1 (g) are such that both
l1 and l2 are strictly positive. Then, for any j2

v
1 0:
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(i) Total effort is higher under bundling than under
unbundling—that is, au

1 1 au
2 ! ab

1 1 ab
2.

(ii) Alignment is better under unbundling than under
bundling—that is, (2g2 1)(au

1 2 au
2) 1 (2g2 1)

(ab
1 2 ab

2).
Before turning to a comparative static analysis, it is impor-
tant to see that either institution can be optimal for first-
period voter welfare.

An immediate implication of proposition 1 is that bun-
dling is always better than unbundling when the voter cares
equally about the two tasks (i.e., g p 1=2)—in that case,
only total effort matters, and both l1 and l2 are positive for
any value of the correlation.

The case where the voter cares only about one task (i.e.,
g p 1 or g p 0) is less immediate.When g p 1, first-period
welfare is just a1. Hence, when g p 1, unbundling is strictly
preferred if and only if (lu=ju) 1 (l1=jb). The next result
establishes that this is indeed the case for any strictly positive
correlation.

Proposition 2. Either institution can be optimal
with respect to first-period voter welfare. In particu-
lar, for any j2

v
1 0:
(i) If g ∈ f0, 1g, then unbundling is preferred for
all r ≠ 0.

(ii) If g p 1
2, thenbundlingispreferredtounbundling

for all r.
The ideas underlying proposition 2 can be extended to pro-
vide comparative statics of the optimal institution (for first-
period welfare). As we show in proposition 3 below, we are
able to provide clean comparative statics. Nonetheless, we
first want to highlight that there are competing effects away
from the limits.

Voter preferences
Consider first the comparative static on g. Recall that bun-
dling induces higher total effort but that unbundling better
aligns the voter’s preferences and the incumbent’s allocation
of effort between the two tasks. As the voter’s preferences be-
come more extreme, the total effort advantage of bundling
shrinks and the alignment advantage of unbundling grows.
Hence, the more extreme the voter, the more attractive is un-
bundling.

The total effort advantage of bundling depends on g

through the variance reduction described in remark 3. The
variance reduction comes from the fact that the voter’s re-
election decision is based on a g-weighted average of her
posterior beliefs about the two dimensions of competence.
Hence, as the voter becomes more extreme, the variance re-
duction is attenuated.

The alignment advantage of unbundling depends on g

through two competing effects. First, recall that under un-
bundling, for any g ≠ 1=2 there is only effort on the more
important dimension, while under bundling there is effort
on both dimensions. Since the voter’s utility is linear in the
efforts, this tends to make unbundling more attractive, and
increasingly so as preferences becomemore extreme. Second,
the extent of misalignment under bundling decreases as pref-
erences become more extreme (whereas there is no change
under unbundling), since as preferences become more ex-
treme the incumbent’s incentives are increasingly to focus
on the more important task. This effect tends to make bun-
dling more attractive as the voter becomes more extreme.
Although there are competing effects, on net, it turns out that,
as the voter becomes more extreme, the alignment advantage
of unbundling increases.

Competence correlation
Now consider the comparative static on r. Welfare under un-
bundling is independent of the correlation. So focus on bun-
dled welfare. A change in the correlation affects both total
effort and alignment under bundling. The overall effect is that
bundled welfare is decreasing in r.

There are two effects on total effort that cut in opposite
directions. First, as correlation increases, the sum of the be-
lief impacts increases, which tends to increase total effort.
Intuitively, as correlation increases, there is more total infor-
mation. When there is more total information, the posterior
beliefs puts less weight on the voter’s priors. And when the
weight on the prior is lower the effect of a small change in
outcomes, and hence the effect of a small change of effort, on
posterior beliefs is larger. Second, as correlation increases, the
probability impact decreases. As we have already discussed,
the probability impact is determined by one over the prior
variance of the g-weighted average of the posterior means.
When correlation increases, so there is more information,
this prior variance is larger. The net effect of these two com-
peting effects is to make total effort single-peaked in r.

A change in correlation also affects alignment under bun-
dling in two ways (both negative), which are familiar from
our discussion of the intuition underlying proposition 2.
First, as before, an increase in r decreases the probability im-
pact. Second, an increase in r decreases alignment for the rea-
sons discussed in remark 1—an increase in r increases the
amount of informational spillover across dimensions, thereby
increasing incentives to work on the less important task under
bundling.
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The results of these intuitions are illustrated in figure 1
and formalized below.

Proposition 3. There is a function ĝ (r, j2
v
) that

is strictly decreasing in r with ĝ (r, j2
v
) ≥ 1

2 for all
(r, j2

v
), such that bundling is optimal for first-period

welfare if and only if

12 ĝ (r, j2
v
) ≤ g ≤ ĝ (r, j2

v
):

The optimality is strict if the inequalities are strict.

This result is perhaps surprising. One might have thought
that, when the skills needed to manage two different tasks
are highly correlated, it makes sense to give both tasks to one
agent. While we will see that this intuition has some merit
with respect to the quality of selection, this result shows that
there is a countervailing effect. Giving tasks with highly cor-
related skill sets to one agent reduces first-period welfare by
creating severe misalignment of managerial efforts.

OPTIMAL INSTITUTION: SECOND-PERIOD WELFARE
Lemmas 1 and 3 show that ex ante, second-period voter
welfare under institution i is jif(0). Critically, second-period
voter welfare is increasing in the prior variance of the pos-
terior mean of the payoff from reelecting an incumbent, ji.
The intuition is straightforward—increased dispersion of the
posterior means coincides with increased voter information,
and the more information the voter has, the better job she
does at selecting good types.
The welfare comparisons now follow from the two effects
highlighted in remark 3. First, by averaging across the in-
cumbent’s competence on two dimensions, bundling creates
variance reduction, which tends to decrease ex ante, second-
period voter welfare. To see how this works, consider a sit-
uation in which an incumbent is competent on one dimen-
sion and incompetent on the other. Bundling forces the voter
to either stick with the incumbent, who is good at one task
but bad at the other, or replace her with the challenger, who is
mean zero at both. In a similar scenario under unbundling—
where the incumbent on one task is competent and the in-
cumbent on the other task is incompetent—the voter has the
flexibly to stick with the competent incumbent while replac-
ing the incompetent one.

Second, for any positive correlation across dimensions,
there is an information effect associated with bundling. Be-
cause both tasks are informative about both dimensions of
competence, the voter has more total information about the
incumbent’s competences under bundling. This allows the
voter to do a better job of selecting good types.

Before turning to a comparative static analysis, it is impor-
tant to see that either institution can be optimal for ex ante,
second-period voter welfare. When there is no correlation, the
only effect of a move from unbundling to bundling is to re-
duce flexibility. Hence, when there is no correlation, unbun-
dling is preferred. When there is perfect correlation, the only
effect of a move from unbundling to bundling is to increase
information. There are two ways to see why this is the case.
First, when correlation is perfect, there is no variance re-
duction associated with linking the dimensions. Second, and
equivalently, when the two dimensions of competence are
perfectly correlated, the voter will never face an incumbent
who is competent on one dimension and incompetent on
the other, so flexibility is irrelevant. Hence, when correla-
tion is perfect, bundling is preferred.

These intuitions are summarized in the following prop-
osition, which establishes that either institution can be op-
timal for ex ante, second-period voter welfare.

Proposition 4. Either institution can be optimal
with respect to ex ante, expected second-period wel-
fare. In particular, for any j2

v
1 0:
(i) If r p 0, then unbundling is strictly optimal for
all g∈ (0, 1).

(ii) If r p 1, then bundling is strictly optimal for
all g.
The ideas underlying proposition 4 can be extended to
provide an intuition for comparative statics of the optimal
Figure 1. Optimal institution for first-period welfare as a function of r and

g, for j2
v
p 1.
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institution (for second-period welfare). First, consider the ef-
fect of g. As the distance between g and 1/2 increases, there
is more variance reduction and the information effect is un-
changed. Hence, as the voter cares more about one dimension
relative to the other, unbundling becomes relatively more at-
tractive. Second, consider the effect of r. As r increases, var-
iance reduction is attenuated and the information effect in-
creases. Both of these tend to make bundling relatively more
attractive.

These intuitions are formalized in the next proposition
and illustrated in figure 2.

Proposition 5. For any (g, j2
v
), there is a unique

r̂(g, j2
v
) ∈ ½0, 1) such that bundling is optimal for second-

period welfare if and only if:

r ≥ r̂(g, j2
v
):

The optimality is strict if the inequality is strict.Moreover,
r̂ is strictly increasing in g for g ! 1=2 and strictly
decreasing in g for g 1 1=2.

These comparative statics are the opposite of those for first-
period welfare, suggesting an important tension in designing
optimal institutions. We return to this in the next section.

OVERALL OPTIMAL INSTITUTION
Thus far, we have studied the comparative static effects of
r and g on the optimal institution for first- and second-
period welfare separately. Figure 3 summarizes these two anal-
yses by combining figures 1 and 2. It highlights a funda-
mental tension established by propositions 3 and 5. Fac-
tors that increase the attractiveness of one institution for first-
period voter welfare decrease the attractiveness of that same
institution for second-period voter welfare. In particular, as
g moves away from 1/2 or r goes to 0, unbundling becomes
more attractive for first-period welfare and bundling becomes
more attractive for second-period welfare.

What we see in figure 3 is that for some parameter values,
there is no trade-off between first- and second-period wel-
fare optimization. If the voter cares largely about one issue
(g not too close 1/2) and the task-specific competences are
not too highly correlated (r not too close to 1), then un-
bundling is the optimal institution for both periods. If the
voter cares similarly about the two tasks and the task-specific
competences are sufficiently correlated, then bundling is the
optimal institution for both periods. However, for other con-
figurations of parameter values, institutional choice poses a
trade-off between first- and second-period welfare.

And, indeed, propositions 2 and 4, coupled with con-
tinuity of the welfares, show this qualitative conclusion is
general. For any finite and positive j2

v
, there is a region of

parameter values such that the optimal institution poses no
trade-off between first- and second-period welfare and other
regions for which there is such a trade-off.

Of course, the fact that there are trade-offs does not mean
that an overall optimal institution does not exist. Here we
study this issue by defining overall welfare as the undis-
counted sum of first- and second- period welfare. Recall that
Figure 2. Optimal institution for second-period welfare as a function of r

and g, for j2
v
p 1.
Figure 3. Optimal institution for first- and second-period welfare as a

function of r and g, for j2
v
p 1.
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Wi
t(r, g, j

2
v
) is the voter’s welfare in period t under institu-

tion i at parameter values (r, g, j2
v
). Then, unbundling is the

overall optimal institution if and only if

Wu
1(r, g, j

2
v
)1Wu

2(r, g, j
2
v
)

≥ Wb
1(r, g, j

2
v
)1Wb

2(r, g, j
2
v
):

For some collections of parameter values, this overall
welfare analysis depends on how trade-offs between first-
and second-period welfare happen to balance out. However,
when j2

v
is either very small or very large we can say more.

When j2
v
is very small, there is little heterogeneity in

the quality of candidates. As such, electoral selection is rel-
atively unimportant for voter welfare. Hence, overall welfare
is maximized by whichever institution maximizes the vot-
er’s first-period welfare. As the next result shows, which in-
stitution maximizes first-period welfare still depends on r

and g, but there are no longer any trade-offs between first-
and second-period welfare that matter for the overall wel-
fare comparison.

Proposition 6. There is a decreasing function ĝ(⋅)
such that:
• For any pair (g, r) with g ! ĝ(r), there exists a
j (g, r) such that, for any jv ! j (g, r) bundling is
optimal for overall voter welfare.

• For any pair (g, r) with g 1 ĝ(r), there exists a
j (g, r) such that, for any jv ! j (g, r), un-
bundling is optimal for overall voter welfare.
When j2
v
is very large, there is substantial heterogeneity in

candidate quality. This has two implications. First, candidates
themselves believe effort is unlikely to be decisive in reelec-
tion, so there is little difference across institutions in the
power of incentives. Second, electoral selection is very im-
portant for the voter’s welfare. Hence, overall voter welfare is
maximized by whichever institution maximizes the voter’s
second-period welfare. Further, in this case, the same insti-
tution maximizes second-period (and thus overall) voter
welfare for all values of g and r. Recall that the information
effect of bundling comes from the fact that, when the voter
gets more informative signals, his posterior beliefs put less
weight on his priors, spreading out the prior distribution of
posterior means. In the limit, as j2

v
gets infinitely large, the

voter’s updating puts no weight on his prior beliefs, for any
informative signal. Hence, in the limit, the information effect
disappears, leaving only the flexibility effect. This means that,
for j2

v
very large, not only does second-period welfare de-
termine the overall optimal institution, but second-period wel-
fare always favors unbundling.

Proposition 7. For any pair (g, r) with g ∉ f0, 1g
and r ! 1, there exists a j(g, r) such that, for any jv 1

j(g, r) unbundling is optimal for overall voter welfare.

CONCLUSION
We started with a question of institutional design—unified
versus divided executive authority. Our model highlights two
key trade-offs for voter welfare.

The first trade-off concerns incentives. Under bundling
total managerial effort by the incumbent politician is higher
than under unbundling. However, the allocation of that man-
agerial effort across tasks is less fully aligned with voter pref-
erences than under unbundling.

The second trade-off concerns identifying and retaining
high-quality politicians. Under bundling, the voter has more
information about the incumbent politician’s managerial com-
petences than under unbundling. However, the voter is con-
strained to use that information less flexibly under bundling
than unbundling.

We then showed how the resolution of each of these trade-
offs responds to changes in voter preference weightings and
the underlying information structure. This analysis highlighted
a fundamental tension between the two determinants of the
optimal institution—factors that push toward making bun-
dling more attractive for managerial incentives (for instance,
by making total effort more important than alignment) also
push toward making unbundling more attractive for selec-
tion (e.g., by making flexibility more important than infor-
mation). As such, we showed that, while sometimes the same
institution is optimal for both facets of voter welfare, often
the voter faces a real trade-off between choosing an institu-
tion that optimizes incentives or one that optimizes selection.
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